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Abstract: Nowadays, in India transformation tools are necessary in agronomic field sector to increase the economy. 

Internet of Things (IoT) is the efficient way to growth the productivity of agriculture. Development in internet has leads 

to the growth in data which results in emergence of cloud and IoT environment. In recent decades, pulling out of useful 

knowledge based content and recognizing the patterns in dataset are understood. Meaningful data need to be investigate 

and applied various self-restraints for identifying the significant features in agricultural domain. Understanding of 

suitable techniques in cloud computing and IoT requires for examining large datasets. The aim of this research is to 

build an information system for educating interaction between farmer and purchaser. The focus of this paper is to 

analyze and use of agri-cloud and IoT particularly by using Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) analysis to predict the 

crop manufacture to have decision making process easier. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing is a tool to make statistics knowledge related services available with simple manner and hiding the 

complications in the services. The user don't really need to know who are providing the facilities. It reduces the cost of 

availing those facilities and offers preservation. It provides facilities to user whenever and anywhere they needed. 

Agriculture cloud is the superior cloud that is composed of founded on MAD cloud architecture. Most of the 

agriculture based developing country like India, the agricultural sector donates are 20% of the country’s GDP and 

around 65%   of total population working in the sector. the main impartial of our work is to define land potential 

explicitly and energetically for unique and continuously changing soil and climatic condition the cloud solicitation 

helps the farmer to growth their agricultural yield .this work will also enable more rapid and complete integration and 
disseminate of local and scientific knowledge. This request provides high quality service and efficient data to user in 

anywhere anytime. It delivers width coverage area. The scope of this paper to concern the description and analysis of 

agricultural data with varying climatic and soil condition.  

Cloud support numerous services to farmers to interact with cloud by using any low-priced ways like sensors, mobile 

devices, scanners etc.  The query to the workers can be asked via internet connection. The investigation application is 

entirely based on MAD-cloud architecture, data are stored rendering to the co-ordinate and physical and chemical 

requirements of the crop. The data also defines soil texture, humidity, wind speed, rain amount. The user can obtain 

detain material about related crop which is require to increase the production. The user can select the co-ordinate 

location and define individual detail like name, place, etc. It also describes crop ailment and method to cure. Cloud 

provides objective way like required quality, dependability and security by using the cloud in agriculture helps the 

farmers and also used to growth our economic level. The information system in our proposed work delivers customer 
and farmer a proper channel of announcement where information can access, recovered and integrated. The quality of 

crop is key feature in agriculture domain, the quality can be validated by using limitation such as price, fertilizer used 

soil productivity etc. The quality analysis and comparison made by customer for different crops available in portfolio 

give competitive advantages to farmers and customers. Forecasting future manufacture of crops requires ancient data 

analysis and finding useful pattern in the datasets, certain set of dependent and self-governing variable can be used to 

forecast the future production of respective crops. The relationship between dependent and independent variables can 

predict the future manufacture of crops; the results may vary with change in values of reliant on and independent 

variables. Strong association between different dependent and autonomous variable signify that proposed model fit into 

measured agriculture system. There are many data mining techniques in presence. 
 

Agriculture’s very important problematic is yield prediction that can be solved using the current data and using that is 

regression [9]. They discuss that by put on data mining techniques the yield prediction problem can be resolved. They 

work at finding data models which is appropriate to achieve a high level accurateness also high level generality for 

predicting yield capabilities. So many types of techniques were projected on to the different obtainable data sets. They 

conclude that when it associate to the actual average production approximation of average production using Multiple 

Linear Regression Technique is given as 98% correctness with respect to limits. 
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II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

It transforms collected information into comprehensible format. As we know that real world data is noisy, inconsistent, 

incomplete and having lack of certain trends. This unruly can be resolved by using data preprocessing task. Data 
preprocessing includes spring-cleaning, alteration, standardization, feature abstraction and selection. Data Collection 

allows users to take regulator of the entire data gathering lifecycle, from survey creation, through survey deployment 

and management to examination reporting. Users can create anything from humble web-based surveys to sophisticated 

data collection projects managed in multiple languages and numerous modes (on the web, on the phone, on paper, face-

to-face, etc.). Users can enforce data quality through survey logic, real-time validation and calculations, sample 

management and quotas. Data Gathering uses an author once, deploy anywhere and in any language approach to survey 

expansion ensuring that you can easily leverage manifold means of reaching an audience without compromising review 

excellence. For web-based, phone-based and achieved face-to-face surveys, Data Collection includes robust survey 

organization and administration tools online to ensure discernibility into the survey process. Survey results can be made 

obtainable at any stage of data collection through flexible reportage facilities. 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) is software in which data can be arrived directly, or it can be 

smuggled from a number of dissimilar sources. Making data for analysis is one of the most significant steps done by 
SPSS software. 

 

2.1 Agriculture Virtualized Information Database  

Agriculture information resource such as multimedia files inaccessible sensing images and watching data streams are 

characterized with disseminated and massive storage. The development of the modern agriculture information 

techniques and the group and the utilization of farming information resources and the sharing of the data is urging 

problems. By taking remote sensing duplicate data which is widely used for pest controller, disease, yield forecast crop 

quality analysis etc. and the active monitoring of the crop growth also been understood.  

There are different agriculture requests data, pastures monitoring data, climate data and soil enquiry data to the isolated 

association, cloud computing, distributed computing and grid calculating which features for virtualization, highly 

reliable, common ability and serve to the request. Hadoop, as an open source framework, is appropriate for the 
distributed data storing and management in cheap computers. The cloud storage platform is constituted by the central 

server the cloud storage stage provides the interface like resource access platform management and status monitor etc. 

after submitted to the cloud platform, it delivers evidence like remote sensing images, videos, and text can be stored in 

resource server.  

Information service understands the management of fundamental services like registration information, legal validation 

and prominence monitor. Normal user also can register, regain and access to the agriculture evidence. The admin user 

can energetically monitor the node of resource server checking. Cloud storage is a kind of virtualized resource storage 

pool. Collective with one or more software or hardware, it has a capability of dynamic allocation, smooth extension 

storage and announcement. Cloud storage deals with the incorporation of resources distributed separately. The source 

of storage cloud is stored in dissimilar resource node. The high well-organized data transmission is achieved by 

dispersed storage algorithm. When users add farming information, whose schema has been registered, the category 

should be quantified.  
A distributed node of dynamic nursing platform based on Hadoop cloud storing was developed by open source 

software ganglia. At present, the agriculture virtualized material database on efficiently developed and implement in 

many countries. It solve the problem of blocking of massive farming information and multi-copy storage and 

concurrency transmission of agriculture resource information. The server checking was done dynamically and 

agriculture source security in each investigation organization should be deliberated. 

 

2.2 Cloud Computing 
Cloud computing designates a multiplicity of computing impressions which include huge amount of computers which 

are associated through a real-time announcement network like the Internet. In science, cloud computing is for 

disseminated computing over the associated network, and the way of ability to run a package or the existing application 

on to the many connected processers at the same time. The phrase also refers to the facilities based on network, which 
again appear to be provided by real server hardware, and these services also served up by virtual hardware and 

simulated by software which are running on one or more real apparatuses. Actually virtual servers substantially do not 

exist and so it can be moved around and scaled up or down on the fly and it will not distress the end user possibly, 

rather like a cloud. Cloud computing provide the resources through which the whole thing like from computing the 

power to computing the infrastructure, requests required, business processes to individual collaboration. It can be 

delivered to anyone as a service wherever and whenever they need. Main advantages of cloud computing is centralized 

database, readiness for accessing data, local language announcement, guidance to farmers and others to get correct and 

related solution, data security and mainly dropping load. 
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The analyzed data is then used as an input in the SPSS software to perform prediction method for predicting outcome. 

This instrument professionally simplifies the data mining process using qualitative data of the unique dataset, to 

produce most accurate outcome. 

However, the qualitative data investigation process has to follow some steps to have positive effect on regression 
equation and to increase the extrapolative accuracy of results. The linear regression comparison in regression method is 

modified accordingly using efficient dissimilarity of equation measures between self-governing features, this provide 

better separation of pattern classes, which provide all the imaginable patterns and improve the result accuracy. 

 

Cloud computing in agriculture 
For updating agricultural field, cloud calculating in agriculture is the efficient way to deliver most updated information. 

Also the boundaries of producer that is inappropriate agricultural knowledge get fulfilled, restating same process is 

reduced and helps to recover utilization of a current resources. Nowadays, don’t have sufficient technical support for 

the predicting weather. Most of growers are in a blind conformity state. Organizational form of production in 

agriculture is very simple, regressive, and low degree of concentration of agricultural production areas, combined 

agriculture is problematic to achieve. In addition, due to the boundaries of the farmers such as at marketplace 

predicting, decision-making commercial, gathering useful material and capacity of logistics management is more 
lacking, which leads to a divergence between the supply and request. 

However, cloud computing in cultivation will provide guidance regarding modern equipment’s, machineries, methods, 

methods to farmers and others to revolutionize agricultural field. The farmer in India should meet the request of latest 

information, tendencies and news if any. This demand can be serve by cloud computing expertise. It can increase 

farmer’s own interests and provide healthy expansion of market supply and request. 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 

By illustrating the process of Multiple Linear Regression using an example adapted from Chaterjee, Hadi and Price 

from on estimating the performance of supervisors in a large financial organization. 

The data shown in Table 1.1 are from a survey of clerical employees in a sample of departments in a large financial 
organization. The dependent variable is a performance measure of effectiveness for supervisors heading departments in 

the organization. Both the dependent and the independent variables are totals of ratings on different aspects of the 

supervisor’s job on a scale of 1 to 5 by 25 clerks reporting to the supervisor. As a result, the minimum value for each 

variable is 25 and the maximum value is 125. These ratings are answers to survey questions given to a sample of 25 

clerks in each of 30 departments. The purpose of the analysis was to explore the feasibility of using a questionnaire for 

predicting effectiveness of departments thus saving the considerable effort required to directly measure effectiveness.  

 

Table 1.1 Predictions on the validation data 

 

Case Prediction Error 

21 44.46 -5.54 

22 63.98 -0.02 

23 63.91 10.91 

24 45.87 5.87 

25 56.75 -0.62 

26 65.22 -0.78 

27 73.23 -4.77 

28 58.19 10.19 

29 76.05 -8.95 

30 76.10 -5.90 

 

It can be applied for real time monitoring and control of controlled environment in greenhouses, and can be used for 

real time monitoring and decision support systems for field parameters, e.g. soil parameters (moisture, conductivity, 
etc.), environmental parameters (e.g. temperature, humidity, light, wind). The data received from remote sensing 

satellites and aerial imageries (through satellite/drones) can further complement the decision making process. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

This approach, planned agricultural information system which completes qualitative analysis of agricultural data. 

Mainly it bonds the gap amongst farmer and customer so that customer can distinguish among different farmers and the 

compulsory products. The cloud computing and IoT techniques that is regression analysis has been implemented to 
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predict the crop production and analyze the patterns. SPSS software is used to perform multiple linear regression on to 

the large dataset to have precise results. Many investigators are involved in this scheme they can access the data and 

perform examination and provide analyzed files to users. The cloud computing technology has been implemented so 

that data would be protected on cloud. Data could be safe and easy to make any time at any location. In future scope, 
the system can be enhanced by using other techniques to have better consequences.  

The future scope of this system will include the intelligent system which will take the decisions or actions according to 

the conditions prevailing. So that the farmer's interaction with the system will be minimized which will lead to less 

human efforts for the monitoring. This will allow farer to vilipend the nominal warnings as system will take care of it, 

which will be a lucrative deal for the end user. 
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